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transsexual living and working fully as a
female integrated into society, I have
continued to see the child regularly,
since the case, dressed as any other
normal woman, and there have been no
problems of any kind whatsoever.
Indeed, my ex-spouse and I now have a
good relationship, in which the interests
of the child are paramount.

Finally, the point about my
common-law 'husband' visiting the
child with me, as he had been doing
before the case, needs clarification. The
County Court hearing had only

temporarily barred him, pending a full
report on him and our relationship.
This could in theory be presented to the
court again and the case for his access
re-opened. Once again Ormrod LJ
ruled on a matter for which he had no
evidence.
That this should be the result of the

Appeal Court hearing is perhaps not
surprising when one considers that,
ironically, Ormrod LJ was the judge in
the Corbett v Corbett (i97i) case (April
Ashley) which defined the legal status of
transsexuals in such a prejudicial way.
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News and Notes

Medical Association for Prevention of War

The Spring I983 issue of theournal of
the MedicalAssociationforPrevention of
War (MAPW) includes original articles
by consultant psychiatrist John
Robinson on 'The Last Wars' and by
consultant physician Douglas
Holdstock on 'The Cost of the Arms
Race'. Papers presented at the MAPW
conference on 'The Human Cost of
Wars since 1945' by Gwyn Prins,
historian, Mary Kaldor, economist, Jim
Howard of Oxfam and Malcolm
Harper, Director of the United Nations
Association (UNA), are published in
abridged form. There are also
contributions from the thriving
Australian branch of MAPW: 'A
Nuclear-free Pacific Ocean' by John
Ward and a conference report by
Richard Kefford, chairman.

Other features are extracts from the
Pruvot Report to the European
Parliament on War Toys and a
description of the UK World
Disarmament Campaign, part of a
series entitled 'Meet the Peace
Movement'.
The journal is a twice-yearly

publication of medical concern on
nuclear war, non-nuclear war and other
forms ofsocial violence. The concept of
social violence is taken to extend to
violations of human rights and to
include social injustices and Third
World deprivations.
The journal is free to members of

MAPW. Non-members may obtain a
copy for 75p (inclusive ofpostage) from
Dr Jeffrey Segall, 308 Cricklewood
Lane, London NW2 2PX.
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